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Mexico City, May 6. Last evening palms of the Academy, 1908; special following:
Chicago, 111., May 6. Judge refit cret agreement never would have ' een ing based on the postponement of
whose presence at the state house has
Santa Fe Water and Light Co.,
been a subject of comment ever since in the Circuit court today declared made if it had not been demanded by the reception of the Chilean minister the day's festivities wound un with medal from the board of directors of
N. Salmon, $25; Seligman
$."0;
Bros.
that
the
usual
fireworks
Illinois
could
not
set
the
Senate
illuminations,
for today. These
the Chicago Exposition; medal and
A well
the legislature convened.
the great publishing interests of the which had been
H. B.
Co.,
& Bra,
$25;
force
the inspection of the private country.
known official who has been connected
reports are unfounded and it is prac- and band concerts. The only incident diploma of the St. Louis Exposition, $2:; New Mexican Cartwright
Printing Company,
a to the 1904; silver medal for
Ttldea.
with the state house many years is bank accounts of Edward
He predicted that the Democrats tically admitted officially that the real approaching disorder was
landscape $25; Santa Fe
Telephone Co., $25.
quoted as, having said this legislature This decision upholds the writ of hab- would be overthrown at the next elec- reason for the postponement was the holiday exuberance of the crowds, "Waste Lands," Portland Exposition.
At that rate, it will be seen, the $2,
'V. tion.
was the' most corrupt in his expert-- . eas corpus obtained by Tilden,
pressure of business in connection several hundred men nnd'boya gather500 needed, ought to be raised in good
ence. He will probably be given a Benedict and W. C. Cummings after
The re- ing in the garden of the Zocolia in ANOTHER FRENCH AVIATOR
with the peace negotiations.
for the committee has determinchance to tell what he knows to the they were arrested on charges of con- JOHN HAYES HAMMOND
lief felt over the fact that as the holi- the Plaza Mayor, shooting tnd amusTAKES HEADLONG DROP. time,
not to proceed with the work uned
for
to
tempt
their
with
natured
themselves
refusing
without
represent
disorders
has giv- ing
grand jury.
good
PRESENT AT BALTIMORE. day passed
the necessary amount is raised
accounts to the State Senator Lorimer
en place to new apprehensions regard- bantering of the police, of whom a (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) less
in full, so that theworry of finances
REVOLUTIONISTS THREATEN
investigating committee. Tilden was (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) ing the attitude of Washington, Re- large number were on guard in the
Shanghai, May jt. Rene Vallon, the will not
interfere with the work that
IMPORTANT CHINESE TOWN. named by Clarence Funk of the InterFrench aviator, tell from a great
Baltimore, Md., May 6. The final cent dispatches from the American park! Eventually, when the
is mapped out.
national Harvester Company as a session of the National Peace Con- capitol are Interpreted to. mean that
ceto
exci
and
was
somr;
killed.
develop
height today
promised
instantly
Birdie Was Arrested Birdie Carle-toCanton, May 6. The revolutionists person to whom he was d'rected to gress today was devoted to considers' intervention may be considered Im- ment, the police rode througn
the Vallon belonged in Paris and has been
are threatening Shecklung on the send a check for 10,000 to make up tion Of
A dozen giving exhibitions in this country for
captain of a female baseball team,
the topic "Interest Which perative If the peace negotiations crowds, dispersing them.
East river,
miles north of a fund of $100,000 alleged to have Business Men Have in Peace Move fall.
persons who objected to being sent six weeks In the hope of interesting was arrested at Carrizozo, for taking
of a member of her team,
Hong Kong. Troops have, been sent been used in electing Unity 1 Slates ment." John Hays Hammond presid J Danger of an attack on the
capital home, became obstinate and were tak- the Chinese government In military a trunk
'
:
to Intercept them.
.,
Lena Monroe.
Senator William Lorimer.
...-;aviation.
ed.
oy the rebels appears remote. Gen en in charge by the officer
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THE LITTLE BOY AND THE TROUT and for the corresponding inculcation
of patriotic reverence for the na(By J. W. R.)
You've been braver an' braver and tion's dead.
Established 1856.
Incorporated 1903
All full o' sas, an' I wager you're big
Lambing Fine.
ger
You're dashin'
'N a Mexican bass.
Ninety per cent of the lambs are
It Is the duty of every expectant
arouu' an'
being saved by the sheepmen in cenVu thinks you're big, 'n you jump tral New Mexico this year according mother to prepare her system for the
to Victor Sais who has just returned coming of her little one ; to avoid as
out'n the water,
Yu' know from his ranches in Socorro county. far as possible the suffering of such
'X yu' eat like a pig.
and endeavor to pass
Mr. Sais says this percentage is be- occasions,
law
there's
crisis with her health
the
through
to
lieved
and
all
break
the
on
but
An'
records
it's
all
side,
your
just
DENVER BREAD
This she
and
unimpaired.
strength
outlook
for
with
the
plenty
sheepmen,
wait awhile
Mother's
of
use
do
the
may
through
of grass and water is better than for
Au' then, blame your hide!
a remedy that has been so
If I don't get you it won't be my fault, many years. On the other hand, part Friend,
so
I
of the purpose of Mr. Sais' trip was to long in use, and accomplished an
an' then
much good, that it is in no sense
of
for
volume
a
arrange
Ma'll have you frying with butter and
storing large
tvhich
a
wool at Victor, Valencia county, be experiment, but preparation
salt!
It
results.
best
the
produces
always
offered
It'll all be because you've been acting cause of the present low price
and so penis
excrnal
for
application
for the commodity.
so smart,
etrating in its nature as to thorotigldyBut wait till the fifteenth, and then,
lubricate every muscle, nerve and tenTHE NEWEST MATERIALS FOR DECORATING
Suit
for
Ji
Usury.
r1rM inmlvfil flnrino- tht nrinrl hefore
You little wart, I'll git out my rod
5
venno from Ouav. county , ,
fl
nf
i
il aius nature vy
an' my
xl
Dai)y conies.
YOUR HOME
to San Miguel county has been grant
the Skin and tissues, relieves
String an my hooks,
paneling
A.
in
A.
the
case
ed
of
Blankenship
and
tenderness and soreness,
An' I'll git some o' that fish dope
perfectly
against W. .1. Hittson and Mrs. H. C. Dreoares the svstein for natural and
over to Zook's
J J
the
Hittson.
charges
Blankenship
Mother's Friend
safe motherhood.
An' I'll put on my worms which I got
an
him
of
Hittsons with demanding
has been used and endorsed by thouIn the
usurious rate of interest on money sands of mothers, and its use will
Vienna Silkoiine
Duplex Scrim
Stable, an' then we will see if dat he borrowed from them nearly three
prove a comfort and a benefit to any jtt
game warden
Dundee
Radium
Cloth
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
Burlap
for
recovery
the
He
asks
111
ago.
YVUmclU
years
ULUl VI 0UVU
awiwmj.
Gable, will protect you no longer from of $2,514, the usurious interest alleged iMOUier s
Geneva Cloth
Calais
rrienu
Duplex
a fisher like
ALL CASH PURCHASES,
to have been collected, and is suing is sold at drug
TICKETS WITH
WE GIVE REGISTER
Corona Cloth
English Taffeta
Me! So, after the loth there won't be also for
judgment for $5,029, as pen- - stores. Write for
Cloth
no law, see?
Denim
Dimity
alty for its collection. According to free book for
Yes, you jest grin and keep waggin' law the
Curtains
of
mothcollection
Rugs
Carpets
expectant
penalty for
yer rudder
which conuAimniis intprpst in rinnhle the amount r
As if I was jest jokin' that youse safe collected, to be
paid to the person tains much valuable Information. Co.
in the water.
BRADHEJ.D REGULATOR CO.. AAmta,
from whom the interest was exacted.
jtt FOR HALF A CENTURY THE LEADING DRY GOODS HOUSE IN THE CITY
But jest you wait now and see how
w
uu
I'll git ye,
term.
at
this
Pumping fop Irrigation at Moriarty. will be tried
EXTRA FINE IMPORTED OLIVE OIL
An' then you can laugh, "Oh, how funCharles W. Sawyer three miles, George Snell, Eklund is charged with
ny, hee! hee!
PUFFS CAKES
southeast of Moriarty, Torrance coun- - irrgularities in regard to the taking
FRESH EVERY DAY BREAD PIES-CRE- AM
Eklund
ty, has a well 75 feet deep that will 0Vr 0( government land.
No.
O. Box
as jj an,j unable to appear at the
irrigate 100 acres. The water boils
out of the top into a pit 11x90, ten!last tcrm 0f tne court. Snell, how-feAROUND THE STATE
deep. Mr. Sawyer has a 2 horse everi was trie(j and found guilty. He
power gasoline engine and with a No.
'fjna $1,000. On the civil docket
2 centntugai pump, pumps me water
of the United States against
case
the
Cherries Ripe in May.
out of the pit in four and a half hours Mack Highfiil, a suit to cancel cerNicholas Esquibel, who has a fruit at the rate" of 120 gallons a minute. It
PHONE 191 BLACK
has been set for trial
orchard on the Red River, Mora coun- is estimated that 35,000 gallons of tain patents, 9. On the criminal side
May
Tuesday,
ty, will have ripe cherries about the water flow into this pit every twenty-fou- r
some cases against postal officials in
latter part of May.
hours. The six individual pump dicted at nrevious sessions of the
,
ing plants near Moriarty will demon-may b brought Up
The Simplest and Most Compact Gasoline Engine Ever
Marriage License Issued A mar- bliaie wurtb call uu uuuc uii a oiuaii grand jury
morn- scale.
was
license
this
much
is
wells
riage
of
these
None
granted
Constructed. Its small but extremely powerful, makes ing at the court house to Maria Lua more than one hundred feet
Dispute Over Horses.
deep.
and
J. H. Stearns at Las Vegas filed an
Baca, aged 31, of Las Vegas,
a power pumping plant out of any windmill pump. '
Evaristo Lucero, aged 56, of Santa Fe.
action to replevin several head of
Tried to Wreck Central Train.
Las
in the possession of the Las
horses
Optic.
Vegas
Cen
Mexico
bound
The
south
New
ANY BOY
Lumber Company. Stearns
Wil-- ' Vegas
and
Estancia
between
tral
train
CAN RUN
his
Drunken Juror Discharged.
lard ran over a snike. which had been
THIS .
Manuel Casias, a member of the driven near the rail, and caused quite property by reason of a bill of sale giv
mesa farmENGINE.
petit jury at Mora, appearing in court, a, little commotion as well as making en him by Harry Catton, a
to serve in that capacity, Intoxicated, the engine crew feel a little uneasy er.
was dishonorably
discharged from for a while. On returning the train
We guarantee the Farm Pump Engine with reasonable care jury service by the court without pay. met with the same accident. Think- $100 Reward $100.
to run without trouble or bother as long as kept properly
ing it a little strange that the samej The readers of this paper will be
lubricated and supplied with clean gasoline.
thing should happen at the same place pleased to learn that there is at least
Briggs Voluntary Bankrupt.
science
disease that
Andrew Briggs has filed in the the second time Mounted Policeman one dreaded
$70.00
United States court at Las Vegas a J. W. Collier started out to investi-- has been able to cure in all its
Halls
We can furnish any horse power engine required for your petition of voluntary bankruptcy. gate. After looking around, he no-- j stages, and that is Catarrh.
j
work. For sale by
Briggs resides in Union county. His ticed foot prints, and following them, Catarrh Cure is the only positive cure
liabilities are in the neighborhood of went to the home of Floyd Sandusky, Catarrh being a constitutional disease,
FRANK F. GORMLEY, Santa Fe, N. M. $2,200 and his assets are about $50. and, after inquiring around he found requires a constitutional treatment,
that the little eleven year old son of Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internal
Died in Insane Asylum.
Sandusky was the guilty party. Col-- . iy( acting directly upon the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system, thereRobert Brown, aged 51, a patient In Her reprimanded the boy.
the New Mexico Hospital for the Inby, destroying the foundation of the
Women in Las Vegas Saloon.
and giving the patient
sane, died after a brief illness from
disease,
"TACKLE" OUR FISHING TACKLE AND YOU'LL LAND ANY
A. F. Reed, a' railroad man at Las strength by building up the constituapoplexy. Bi'OTvn had been in the hosFISH THAT TACKLES YOUR BAIT.
pital about three years. His only sur Vegas was charged with assault with tion and assisting nature in doing
WE DO NOT "BAIT" CUSTOMERS BY SELLING THEM THINGS
The proprietors have so
viving relative is a brother In Gallup.
deadly weapon upon Mrs. Anderson its work.
KNOW SOMETHING A BOUT AT A VERY LOW PRICE, AND
THEY
was
to
The
curative
in
its
assault
much
faith
powers
alleged
Taylor.
THEN GETTING VERY HIGH PRICES ON THINGS THEY DON'T
Carried Off Razor and Pants.
have occurred at night in the Cabinet that they offer One Hundred Dollars
KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT.
While James E. Harris was in Cuer saloon on Railroad avenue, Las Vegas. fer any case that it fails to cure.
WE WANT YOUR TRADE ONLY BECAUSE WE DESERVE IT.
vo, Guadalupe county, some one en Mrs. Taylor asserted she had entered Send for list of testimonials Address
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
tered his house which is four miles the saloon to remove her niece, whose
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
southwest of Cuervo, and after in- name is Mable Span, from the place,
Wood-Davi- s
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and package
ALFALFA SEED.
specting everything in the house, car She said she found her niece, Reed,
Take Hall's Family Pills for con-Phone 14
ried off his four dollar razor and a a native boy and some other men in stipation.
If Its Hardware We Have It.
Phone 14.
house in Santa Fe
The only exclusive
six dollar pair of pants.
a wine room. Mrs. Taylor said Reed
called her vile names and she "cussed
Death of Two Las Vegans.
Ask
him back." Then, according to her
of
E.
Otto
Las Vegas, story the man struck her.
Feil, formerly
She
and a member of the Elks there, died thinks he used "brass knocks" as her
Phone Black at
Phone Black
Phoenix, Ariz. Miss Lola C. de face was cut deeply.
AND
Baca, daughter of Francisco C. de
Baca died at her home, at the age of
RATON
Federal Court at Las Vegas.
25 years. Rev. Paul Gilberton,
con'
YANKEE
is not expected that the May
It
ducted mass at the funeral.
term of the United Staes court for the
CERRILLOS
Fourth judicial district which will be
Homesteader Acquitted.
Monday morning in the San
Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
James A. Stark, who has a home opened county
court house at Las VeMiguel
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
stead south of Wagon iMound and who
will be a particularly busy one.
was arrested last fall, charged with gas,
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
a great many criminal
not
are
There
shooting a burro and cow, was tried cases to be tried, although the grand
85
Telephone 85
before Judge Roberts at Mora. After
Telephone
is expected to be kept busy in
hearing the evidence the case against jury
vestigating a number of cases. The
him was dismissed.
Lumber and all kinds
case of Karl Eklund of Clayton, who
Lump, nut and
is charged with conspiracy,
likely who does your Cleaning and Pressing,
mine run coal
of building
Another Murder Unavenged.
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
The grand jury at Mora made a
and those who are best satisfied with
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
YARD ON KICKOX STREET, NEAR
thorough investigation into the killing
their orders in that line will surely
of Robert W. Sammon, which occurred PAZO OINTMENT Is Kunranteed to oor
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
Blind, Bleeding or Pr3 refer you to us. We have built up a
near Ocate in January last, but was any case of Itching.
riles ui s to 14 days or money
aid RancLes; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
trailing
s
high-clasfor
work
to
secure sufficient evidence to
unable
reputation
doing
600.
Phone Red 100
Phone Red 100
return an indictment. The assassins
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanoIa Valley with the Very Best of water rjfhts
in a short time and at a very moderate
of Bob Sammon will never be discov
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.
charge. We are pleased to receive
We Have Built Up
ered, and his murder will be un
beforeassure
and
family trade,
you
avenged, according to present indica
Modern Residences for Rent.
hand of complete satisfaction.
tions.
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fob Madison, Wis.

Price

WHOLESALE
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Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

Hardware Co.
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45
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Cattle Business in Good Shape.
The cattle business was never in
better shape in the Pecos country
than this year according to C. G
Prude, a prominent cattleman of
Hope, Eddy county, who was in Albuquerque yesterday accompanied by
H. White, a leading banker of Hope,
en route to Holbrook and Flagstaff,
"It has
Arizona, on cattle business.
been a splendid spring and tha outlook for a prosperous summer is the
best for many years," said Mr. Prude.

RIDE IN THE MOON

30 H. P.

$1,500
We repair and care for all makes
GASOLINE AND SUPPLIES.

SNTA

FE GARAGE

Palace Ave.

Why Not in Santa Fe?
A plan is on foot now to add to the
impressiveness of the observance of
Memorial day in Albuquerque by having the Albuquerque Boy Scouts take
part in the patriotic ceremonies. The
leaders of the Boy Scout movement
throughout the country have been urg-

ing the
up this
purpose
oughly

;v.

hi

Washington Ave

103

Julius Muralter F. M. JONES.

Palace Ave.

TAILOR.
Cor. Palace and Washington Avenues

LIVERY STABLE

WOOD'YS HACK LINE
Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
South
Meets Both North

WE HANDLE LUMBER

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Hones.

In large quantities and nave every
modern facility tor furnishing tha
Bounds Trains.
Terr best rough or dressed
Leaves Barranca on the arrlTal ot
Lumbar
the north bound train and arrival at
of every description. Wo are thua Taos
at 7 p. m.
enabled to make the very best prices
Ten miles shorter than any other
tor Lumber of such high grade.
Good covered hack and good
We will be pleased to figure on your way.
teams.
various scoutmasters to take contracts.
T
proposition
chiefly for the
Tbiag Acs to
of teaching them more thorthe meaning of Memorial day

C&L 'Phone 9
CHA5. CL0S50N

y

Charles W.Dudrow FARE

nafafetiif knptg
Driven

FtttLisi.
Am

S5.00

H3a

MARCH

Zook's Pharmacy
Phone 213

I- -

- WINDS

-

CHAPS

Chapped, red, roufh, cracked and inflamed skin is usuallythe result
of exposure to the March winds. Such unpleasant conditions may
not be entirely preventable, but they can be made less annoying.
WITCH HAZEL
Perhaps we can help you, we have ZOOK'S BENZOIN
and ALMOND CREAM for the use of all wintry skins, and to keep
your complexion perfect in all kinds of weather.

"?V

Zook's Pharmacy
Phone 213
'
-
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are men who hold back, who struggle happens again and again that great does not awake
to the opportunity,
to restrain change, who do not under- groups of such bills are rushed
through the man who dos not sacrifice private
Are Appreciated by Santa Fe People,
stand it or who have reasons to fear in the hurried hours that mark the and
exceptional interests in order to
ache and kidney complaint have tried
it.
Undoubtedly the present mom- close of the legislative sessions, when serve the common and
public interone remedy after another, finding only
ent offers a greater and larger oppor- every one is withheld from vigilance ests, is
to take part in the
declining
CONSERVATIVE
benefit.
This Is discouragtemporary
tunity to the Democratic party than by fatigue and when it is possible to business of a heroic age. I am sorry
to the Republican party, but this fs do secret things.
ing, but there Is one special kidney
for the man who is so blind that he
medicine that cures permanently and
not because there are not men in the
When we stand in the presence of does not see the
opportunity, and I
there is plenty of proof right here In
who
have devoted these things and see how complete am happy in the confidence
party
They Are Afraid of Making Republican
that in
Santa Fe.
their whole intelligence and energy and sinister their operation has been this
men of strength and prinHere i3 the testimony of one who
Changes Declares Wood- - to necessary reform, but because the we cry out with no little truth that ciple era,
will see their opportunity of imused Doan's Kidney Pills years ago,
Democratic
party as a whole is we no longer have representative gov- mortal service.
row Wilson
and now states that the cure was
move
to
to
Refreer
and
act than the
ernment.
I am not one of those who wish to
publican is and is held back by a
Among the remedies
proposed in break connections of the past, nor am
Miss Adela Arias, 106 Griffin St,
Weaker
smaller
of
and
body
representAGAINST
recent years has neon the initiative I one of those who wish
JUDICIAL
RECALL
Santa Fe, N. M., says: "There is no
changes for
atives of the things that are and have and referendum in the lield
of legisla- the mere sake of variety. The only
j
to
me
for
too
give
been.
strong
praise
tion
In
and the recall
the field of ad- men who do that are the men who
Doan's Kidney Pills. The splendid re--! Not So Much
Conflict of Par- - We generally sum up what we ministration.
These measures are want to forget something, the men
suits I obtained from their use sevmean by the reactionary forces by supposed to be characteristic of the who filled
ties as Contest of
yesterday with
eral years ago has been permanent
speaking of them as embodied in the most radical programs, and they are they would rather not recallsomething
and for that reason, my confidence in
today.
Ideals.
we do not mean supposed to be meant to change the Change is not
interests.
that
By
interesting unless it is
them has increased. I suffered from a
As the bride led her friends into her
inthe
but
the
legitimate
character
of
our
illegitimate
very
government.
and
an
it is
lunsirucuve,
age of condull, heavy ache in the small of my (By Sprchil Leased Wire to Now Mexican) terests, those which have not
no
adjustsuch
have
They
struction
Their
purpose.
that must put fire into the
cool, spotless kitchen, they broke into a
back and was subject to headaches
Kansas
Mo., May 6 Governor ed themselves Jo the public interest, j intention is to restore, not to destroy, blood of
any man worthy of the name.
and dizzy spells. I always felt tired, Wood row City,
chorus
of approval.
Wilson of New Jersey was those wnicti are clinging to their vest representative government.
It must
bad no ambition and was poor in the
of the Knife and Fork club ed rights as a bulwark against the be remembered by every candid man
"
guest
Well, I am proud of it," she said, "and proudest of
health when I procured Doan's Kidney at
ALBUQUERQUE DOING ITS
all
of
Pills. It did not take them long to in its banquet last evening. He said adjustment which is absolutely neces who discusses these matters that we
OWN SEWER BUILDING.
my stove. It's a New Perfection Oil Cook-stov- e,
part:
sary if they are to be servants and are contrasting the oieration of the
cure me and from that day to this,
I
and
think they are the best in the world. They toast,
not
masters of the public. The chief initiative and the referendum, not
There can be no mistaking the fact
I have been free from kidney comContractors
Gave
broil
it
- political fact of the day is that the with the
and bake equally well really to perfection
as
Bad
Up
we
now
roast,
to
Job
that
face
are
with
poface
representative government
plaint. I willingly confirm the public
and Municipal Authorities Are
a Republican party is more closely alii which we posses.8 in theory and which
and the kitchen stays much cooler and cleaner than with
statement I gave in January, 1907, tell litical changes which may have
any
verv nrnfnrwt affftrt nnnn nni- - nr!it ed with these interests
.
I
than the we have long persuaded ourselves
4tM
IUK ULt 111 J AmAtnnn
other range. This stove cuts my kitchen work almost in half."
Cleaning Up.
UVMI B VIA
1UU'
Willi nnmit.
- Democratic
This
we
circumstance
that
in
who
'cal
do
conunderparty.
not
Those
but
in
possessed
fact,
ney Pills."
There is no wood or coal to carry for a New PerAlbuquerque, x. si., May 6. A rapFor sale by all dealers. Price 50 stand the impending change are constitutes the opportunity of the trast with the actual stare or affairs,
Those who uo under- - Democrats.
They are free to act and in contrast with legislative processes id transformation has taken nlace in
n
fection; no ashes to clean up. It is ready for use as soon
cents.
Co., Buffalo, afraid of it.
to move in the right direction if they which are carried on in
New York, sole aeents for the United stana 11 Know tnat u ls not a Process
secret, re- the streets of the city in the past
as lit ; out at a touch of the fingers
economical as well as
will but accept the responsibility and sponding to the impulse of subsidized week, following the
o?
a
but
of
restorarevolution,
process
over of the
States.
taking
the
The
Democratic
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MURDER MUST BE AVENGED.

J E NEW MEXICAN

"The assassin of Bob Scammon will i
THEODORE N. ESPE
HARRY D. M0ULT0N
never be discovered, and his murder
THE NEW MLXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
will be unavenged, according to presWAUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. STURGES,
ent indications." The above is a
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and Superintendent. news note from
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Santa Fe, New Mexico
Entered as Second Clas? Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
that not sufficient effort is made in
$3.50 New Mexico to hunt down murderers.
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mentioned, is bad enough, but the dis:
The
millionaire dame had jusf
are
enough irriga
If there is one law that sadly needs charge of the saloonkeeper for want of cement, and there
by year, has been an insult to the
women of the state, and a comment- enforcing in this county, it is that re evidence seems worse and indicates tion works planned or under construc- missed her ruby studded tiara.
'A month's income
she
gone!
ary on the lack of statesmanship in garding the flooding of the public that territorial laws may be violated tion in fhia part of New Mexico to
with great bitterness.
groaned
be
can
proall
that
the
bill
take
The suffrage
prouuet
the legislators.
roads by persons usingwater for irri with impunity. For some time, the
"Cheer up," her secretary advised.
brings before the Legislature a seri- gation. With the beginning of the Optic has been publishing item after duced. At present Santa e imports
Do not forget that your portrait will
ous proposal dealing with the next spring season this old time evil has item, which indicates the laxness with cement from Kansas, pays a high
Immediately appear in 7,366 daily
step in the development of Demo- come again into reprehensible evi which saloon regulation laws are re- freight rate, which makes cement newspapers, 2,974
weeklies and that
concrete
construction
and
Albany sneers or ignores the dence and something ought to be done garded in the Meadow City, for it
cracy.
the combined printed columns devoted
measure. We ask the legislature to about it vigorously and promptly by seems liquor is sold freely to minors, much more costly than it should be. to
your wealth, your beauty and your
the saloons keep back doors open on
give thought to a question which is the county authorities.
taste in dress will, if pasted together,
a
W.
considof
and
Olcott,
agent
some
even
in
special
Harry
favorably
being carefully
instances,
f th new oile(1 road south of Sunday and
p
reach from Weehawken to Winnipeg."
ered by tl.a parliaments of the world. the cjy on which tne public Bpirltd permit women to congregate there, the. Census Bureau, is spending a
Whereupon the lady chirked up con
and gambling is permitted with braz week going over the finances of the siderably.
Albany siusrs or ignores the subject. farmrs recently labored so arduous-DurinWonder what he
thv. years that have passed , has been flooded bv water allowed en disregard of law. By what the City of El Paso.
since that Seneca Falls; convention, in to flow into the highway by some New Mexican knows of District At would think if he went over the finanHurt His Feelings.
1848, the Legislature of New York has criminally careless irrigator.
Here torney Charles Ward and Judge Clar cial records of Santa Fe and sought to
Gunner-T- he
sneered and ignored, while other gov- is one speficic case, upon which the ence J. Roberts, the Meadow City is find out from them, what proportion
senator from the far
that of the city's money is being ,spen for west is offended.
ernments with comprehension of the proper officer ought to get busy at about due for a moral clean-uspecific purposes, how much each parGuyer What is the trouble? .
meaning of our aims, have conferred once. There is no hope o having will strike terror into
saloon keepers, owners of gambling ticular improvement has cost the city,
Gunner Why, the reporters wanted
one political right after another upon
as
as
in
this valley
long
good roads
and habitues of the Red Light and all those other details of a finan to know if he intended having any
women.
this thing is allowed to continue. ' It joints
district. Conditions like those at cial investigation such as one could mounted police at his daughter's wed
"Throughout the years that the ought to be easy to stop. A few
Las Vegas would not be tolerated in gather from the periodically published ding and he gave them to understand
of New lork have been pa- - spiring examples made of these
that his guests were gentlemen and
Santa Fe for one minute.
financial reports of modern cities.
and
legis-most
their
a
' mers ought to have
cause,
arguing
salutary
and would never think of drawing
lative committees have been impa- j and helpful effect. The practice oi
is making
The' conference of men interested in
Democracy
good!" their guns at his daugher's wedding.
tiently ignoring the women's claims, ' flooding the roads is one that is
Britain has given women every ' eral and widespread and if a fresh-loc- San Juan county irrigation projects, shouts Norman Mack's National Mon
vote, for school and poor law ly repaired highway is at the mercy which has been called at Santa Fe for thly. If that is true, then may Provi
One Condition.
next Monday, by Territorial Engineer dence pity the people, for whenever
"It's all very well," said Grouch, "to
officers, for county councils, for city of every careless or indifferent
D.
of
made
is
much
Charles
in
the
Miller,
import- Democracy
good
past, it talk about forgiving your enemies, but
Australia,. New Zealand j gator there is little use trying to do
soup It's not easy to do."
panics,
The law in ance and should provide a solution meant bank failures,
Finland, Norway have conferred suff-- ; any improvement work.
the entanglements caused by con- lines, strikes, misery and poverty
"Youre right," replied Dudley, "we
rage on women on the same terms this regard should be no respecter of for
as on men. While the Legislature of person and it is high time that it was flicting water rights filings and throughout the length and breadth of shouldn't be expected to forgive our
enemies except when they freely adNew York sneered and ignored, pne : strictly and impartially and deter- claims in that county. It seems that the land.
mit that they don't deserve our
states gave minedly enforced. Not only, does a San Juan county has ample water for
of our high mountain
- Standard
and
women the vote. While New York pool in the road make it impassable the reclamation of several' times the
"Times.
area now under cultivation hut that
ignored and sneered, Colorado seeing j while the water is there but it leaves
BE A HERO.
the good results of woman suffrage an ugly niudhole for weeks after irrigation construction work has been
held up by these rival claims through
across the northern boundary line In ward.''
t
Baby-byno fault of
territorial engineer's
Wyoming, made women part of the
See the fly I
office, or of the territorial water com'!
SANTA
ANTIQUITY.
Utah, touching Colobody politic.
Let us swat Mm,
but
the
unwilling
through
missioners,
Tou
and I;
and
on
rado
its eastern boundary,
This is an age of iconoclasm. Even ness or
Let us (old
of rival claimants to
Idaho, bounding Utah pn the north, old Santa Fe has suffered from the water inability
A paper flat
on
together
getting
rights
And
chain
in
the
linked, themselves
just smash htm
ofargumentg of tne doubter. For years some compromise proposition
that
Where he's at;
true Democracy, while New York con and years, Santa Fe has spoken of would do
See him scrape
justice to each and at the
tinued to hug its government based on itself as the oldest town in the United same
Germs from his legs!
time guarantee the speedy com
He will lay
sex aristocracy. In 1910, while the States, as having the oldest church,
much
desired
of
the
irrigation
pletion
Ten million
Judiciary Committee of the New York the oldest house, the oldest Palace works.
In the coming
If the conference does not
Assembly was playing a game of foot- and the oldest bell in the United result in such a consummation, then
Days If we
Do not swat him.
ball with the suffrage bill, members States.
But the serpent of icono- San Juan county must lay the blame
Tou and me;
voting for it one day against it the clasm has entered this garden of an- where it belongs but certainly not
Let us creep up
of
State
of
the
n&W, the Legislature
Where he's at
cient things and has through well at the door of the territorial irriga
And together
Washington was passing a suffrage known methods of historical criti- tion
Smash him flat!
department
measure on to the voters. In Novem- cism injected doubt even in the minds
If we swat
a
vote,
And
standing of those who were loyal to the antiquismash him thus
ber, 1910, by popular
Santa Fe business men propose to
Carnegie
two to one, Washington gave its ties of the city, so that the more critinotice us.
that
of
have
a
celebration
Fourth
May
July
.The ans- cal residents have been compelled to
women political freedom.
'I'm going to a club smoker tonight,-wer to the scorn of the Legislature point to the cliff dwei.ings when it will lay the foundation for a permanent historic pageant that will help to Mrs. Jones."
of New York for women, is the faith came to talking about things that are
Quite Different.
attract tourists and will incidentally
of
The Chauffeur If you dont pay a
in women shown
by that chain
Well, stop for me on your way
"real" old. But, nevertheless, Santa advertise the delightful summer cli
taxicab bill in this town you can be
home; our club is going to have
states, linked each to each, reaching Fe should preserve its antiquities, mate of Santa Fe. It is a
praisewor chewer."
arrested. Do you know that?
from the high Rockies to the Pacific should cherish them, for they are inbenefit
the
will
and
thy undertaking
The Load I'll accept your word fo
Ocean."
valuable assets.
It is a truism, that entire community, and therefore no
it, old chap. And while you're taking
the traveling public wants to see one sbo'.tlt! stand back when it comes
The Fisherman.
me 'round to the police station, 111
THE NEW RADICALISM.
something new, but paradoxical as v to extending help, financial and other- - In but a few weeks more he'll sit
have a nap. The way you drive it will
Conservative thinkers wonder why may seem, the oldest things that are Vvise.
The New Mexican knows that For hours on the bay,
be a matter of two hours, at least.
it is that the direct legislation move- so plentiful around here are "new" to there are many demands upon local And when he gets back home, admit)
"The big ones got away."
ment has gathered such force, why it the tourist, and will attract him hither-warthat those who can
businessmen,
is so rapidly accepted by a people
ONE DIFFERENCE.
of
new
when the
the big least afford it often make the most
things
who have been taught to look upon cities pall on him.
It is refreshing generous contributions, while those
His Profits.
the Constitution of the United States therefore to read two little circulars who reap the most immediate benefit
Bacon This paper says that sugar
and the representative form of gov printed by the Christian Brothers of of a public movement of this kind are alone will sustain life for a consider
ernment as the very acme of perfec- St. Michael's Coliegeelling with sim- at times the very ones who refuse to able time.
'
tion.
The .answer is easy to make plicity and child-likfaith of "The contribute or help in any way. But
Egbert Well, my grocer thinks ha
after reading the following criticism Oldest Bell," giving dates and data, to that is the rule not only in Santa Fe can live a good deal better by mixing
of Colorado's Democratic legislature show that it was cast, without doubt, but in many larger and much richer
and with It. Yonkers Statesman.
b Colorado's leading Democratic pa- 555 years ago in Spain,-an- d
similarly places where the spirit of local pa
per:
proving that Santa Fe was settled in triotism ,has been replaced by a spirit
"Fifty thousand dollars i3 a con- November, 1540, by Coronado's men, of selfishness, graft and grab.
"So you have' sold your pair of
servative estimate of the money that including Tlaxcala Indians from Mexhorses and bought an automobile?''
has been' spent upon entertainments ico, who found here an extensive
Governor Woodrow Wilson, of New
"I
"Yes," replied Miss Cayenne.
the Pueblo Indian settlement, at least sev- Jersey, recently president of Prince have concluded that it is better to be
by the legislative lobby during
Bession in the effort to win ever mem- eral hundred years old, so that Santa ton University, and prospective Demo the cause of a runaway than to b
bers of the legislature.
This money Fe's antiquity extends to 1200 A. D., cratic candidate for the presidency in It1
has been handled by henchmen, many and even earlier. It is just as easy next year, in an address at Kansas
of whom are drawing city salaries to believe this, as it is to believe the City, last evening,-laidown facts and
Cornered All the Sugar.
while working exclusively
for the statements that Santa F was not set- doctrines, to which even Republicans
"Well, how do you feel since yon
Who supplied it must be left tled until 160S by Espejo.
mayor.
will subscribe after the partisan view
to Inference.
The money has been
is eliminated. He declared
firmly have got engaged to that delightful
Miss Peachy?"
used in playing on the appetites and
Game WardenThomas P. Gable has against the recall applied to the judi- little
"Say, I feel like I had put one over
passions of members in efforts to en- asked. Delegate Andrews to set in mo- ciary, for being a sensible man, he
trust!"
One of the differences between duty
tangle them or win them over. Sen- tion the federal machinery which will believed in a Judiciary uninfluenced by oh the sugar
and a taxicab Is that duty 1b generally
ators and Representatives unused to transport from the Jackson's Hole the passing vims of the day or the
so easily evaded.
the ways of the city have been led Country in Yellowstone Park in Wyo- dictates of partisan prejudice which
More Than Mere 8uperstition.
down the sensuous road of a thou- ming, some of the elk which
She They say that to scratch a
are may prevail in any community for a
sand lights, where the combination of starving, to the eleven million acres short or long time. Of all the candi match at the wrong end is a sure sign
Polltloal Influence.
wine, women, and song and the ach- of National Forest in New , Mexico, dates thus far in the field on the Dem- of disappointment Do you believe it?
Although my sentiment is strong
Woodfor
side
If
the
For simply mlndln' my own bis.
presidency.
He Certainly
you expect it to
ing head is found. Early in the ses- where the elk would have ample feed ocratic
Some
comes along
to Ignite.
sion word went out: "Take 'em down ana protection.
Outdoor Life for row Wilson is the most dangerous
Inalstln' on my mlndln' his.
Take .'em anywhere. Give May has graphic pictures of herds in Republican success, for like Taft, he
the line.
the clear
'em plenty of rope.
Whoop 'cr up, that section of Wyoming, herds which has the judicial poise,
Not Certain.
Less Highly Favored.
for there's nothing too good for the are dying out because of starvation. thought and the desire to do what Is
"On what plane would they put an
Floorwalker
I overslept myself thii
$otf partisanship or
man who can be tempted to forget The Wyoming state law forbids the ex- rightI Irrespective
A
aerial army corps?"
II.
tnornlng.
the people.' "
portation of ei.., but since the ani
"Hard to say. They might decide
Ribbon Counter Girl Well,
ifa
As a Republican
newspaper, the mals are on a rederai reservation, acto on an aeroplane, and then again, mighty mean of yon to brag about It;
lecture
extension
The
University
New Mexican would like to Bay that cording to the recent Supreme Court
a,
you know I cant afford to overaleepl
night in Library hall, will be the last, they might prefer biplane."
this is true only of Democratic legis- decision, the state law would not
and in many ways, the most entertain
is
a
fact that the large
latures, and it
ing and interesting of the series giv
Ample Proof.
cities in Democratic hands are the
Modem Romance.
en
under the auspices of the Woman's
see where a veteran newspaper
1
most wide-opeand Democratic states. Roswell, which has about the same Board of
"Tea, I was fascinated by a golde
Trade, and there should be
who
had
other
died the
day
eurl."
are the most corrupt, but corruption population, has already collected
.
a
attendance. At the previous founded 15T country weeklies."
"And did you marry the own err
knows no politics and there have
in poll tax thus far this spring. twolarge
slim
was
the
attendance
lectures,
"A great old trouble maker, wasn't
"Oh, no. I found I could buy on
been Republican legislatures, yea, Santa Fe has not collected one-haas on account of counter attractions, but
like It for a dollar."
even here in New Mexico, that have much. What is the matter with San tonight, the evening seems to be free her
disregarded the wishes of the people ta Fe's poll tax collection, and why and the assembly room should be
Proud of Him. ,
and have listened to interests that is the money collected only from crowded, not only for the sake of the
Paradoxical.
were not primarily Interested In the some citizens and not others? Why Woman's Board of Trade and its. un
"My cousin Ernest," Mrs.- Lapsllng
sounds kinda. paradoxical."
It is are not suits brought against those selfish work, but because the enter was saying, "always attends, the rewelfare of the commonwealth.
"What does?" , ''--:
Who is tainment will be well worth while aid unions of the Harvard graduates. Toe
those things which nave turned men who" have refused to .pay?
"What I heard a girl say yesterday.
to vote for the initiative, the referen- neglecting his or their duties and it will be of a nature that should be know he's an alumni um of that
She aaid that men who love the hard
eat act the softest."
dum, the recall, and other things why?
encouraged and fostered.

I. J. PALEN,
L. A.
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J. B. READ, ash'ier,

fositfMt,
hughes, VkePrwMcnt

F. MdCANE,

Assistant Castier.

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANI

OF SANTA FE.

"

,

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN
NEW MEXICO. ESTABLISHED IN 1870.

- ,
..... $150,000
Capital Stock
80.0Q0
Surplus and Undivided Profit Transacts a general banking business In all its branches.
Leans money
the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of
money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms os
are given by any money traasraiting agency public ot- - private.
Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of four per cent
per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal advances
made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank
executes all orders of Its patrons in the banking line, and aims
to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects, as is
consistent with safety and the principles of sound banking.
Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the public is
respectfully solicited.
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PALIfit: HOTEL

THE

:

W'LLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

One of the Best Hotels in the West
ROOMS IN SUITE WITH PRIVATE BATH

Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex celled

j

Room for Commercial Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

g

WASHINGTON AVENUE

"1 I
pllJIlcU

124126

p

Montezuma Ave.

g

i

Large Sample

J--

I

X

Two Blocks From Oepot
One Block West ol Capitol

I! 016 1

TELEPHONE 88 BLACK

HANDSOME ROOMS

far-tient-

AMERICAN OR
EUROPEAN PLAN

'

ATTRACTIVE DINING
KOOM-Go- od
Service.

gen-Gre-

COURTEOUS TREATMENT
Santa Fe, N. M

Proprietor, Mrs. L. C. KENNEDY.

j

-

..MONTEZUMA HOTELS
RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.

I

e,

'

Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
well lighted and ventilated,
Booms en suite with private bath an 1 phone.

i

.

FINE SAMPLE ROOM.

THOS. DORAN

CHEERFUL DINING
ROOM. FINE CUISINE

$2.50 TO
$3.00 A DAY

RATES

Proprietor.

CORONADO HOTEL
ONE OF THE BEST

SlORT

IN THE CITY

RESTAURANTS

ORDER

AND TABLE SERVICE GOOD

CUISINE

LOCATED IN THE CENTRAL PART OF CITY
ELEOTRIO LIGHTS

HOT AND COLD BATHS.

Room
Every
a Good One.

G. LUPE HERRERA,

RATES 50c t
per day a

Prop.

91,00

I

--

SOFT DRINKS

d

Tte iottowtag are SBgfested to

i
i

c

office-seek-

tie thirsty assemettfnr.

ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE

-

Mtef

::

:

:

Genuine Aztec Spring Mineral Water.
Afl drinks;
.

V.

nadefroa

SANU

FF RATTLING

WORKS

HENRY

ttopttel,

filtered water

Ct CIahqm

'

i5

Fruit In Season. Wedding X
and Table Bouquets and Decorations. 11
ffi
A
Funeral Designs.
Out of town orders given careful attention. An extra charge of 25e )
for packing on orders under $3.00.
1

"

j PLANTS,

Specialty

x

R--

THE CLARENDON GARDEN

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Phone Black 12.

Wells Fargo

& Co.

Express

General Express Forwarders
TO

All
:

Parts of The World"
!

r

,'

MftflPV 1111(1 Inconvenience by Purcluuine Wells
JOIC lUUllCj Fariro Domestic Money Orders, Traveler'
3VA

Checks add Foreign Aloney Orders

.

lf

m4

coal

IlJtfj BREW

COCO COLA,

FIZZ,

1

$1,-11- C

your orders delivered.

GINGER ALE, WILD CHERRY, LEMON SOBA,

e

art

Telephone Red 35

Paycble
Tbrottshout

U. S., Canada, Mexico
REMITTANCES SENT

--

BY- - TELEQRAPH

It

eJ.-D-

.

tSS1"

BARNES,

A3nt.

UNITED STATES BANK

&

the beauty, progress end prosperity
ot" the lower l'ecos
alley. He says;
Roswell is parking its wider avenues;
and is forging ahead so rapidly tnat
Santa Fe will have to hurry to keep
in the same class with the enterprising and rich metropolis of the lower
I'ecos Valley.
The Walace Club is not meeting
this afternoon.
Miss Mary For op i? visiting her:
cousins Mr. and .Mrs. Antonio Joseph

TRUST GO.

CAPITAL $50,000.00
Does
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a General Banking Business
Your Patronage Solicited

The Harem Skirt.
Maid of Athens, ere we part
Never mind about my heart;
Think not that it did not hurt
When you took my heart and skirt.
Now they vow ere many moons
You'll be wearing pantaloons!
Mala of Athens, it is feared
You will even raise a beard.

LA

13

I

CS

SPECIAL ATTENTION

Summer Dresses

j
Remarkably low figures given on
Willow fancy feathers, and a line
of flowers of high grade for 10,
days. Call and be convinced.

j

FOR

House and Street

jt

MISS A. MUGLER

The Saturday Card Club is meeting:
this afternoon at the home of Mis.
James Seligman. Mrs. llritton of
H. F. STEPHENS. Cashier,
N. B. lAUGHLIN, president
New
Maid ot Athens, ere we part.
'
Cleveland, Ohio, is a guest of the
W. E. GRIFFIN, Asst. Cashier
unit
come
second
in
the
with
to
Hear the pleading from my heart
posed
club.
ACORN
of the Carlsbad project, that the gov-- t
Don't compel the men, I pray,
K, E. Van Horn passed ihrough yes-- :
now
has
under
consideration.
eminent
To wear what you will throw away.
&
Linen Crash Suits
terday on his return to Santa Fe from
Wilbur Xesbet.
When the reclamation service took
a trip through eastern New Mexico
Munsons Sun and Tubproof
in
the
in the interest of the Cattle Sanitary over the Carlsbad project
funds available at that time did not;
Dr. Butts has returned from a visit
Gingham Dresses
to take
to Albuquerque.
The Thirteen Card Club is meeting Perlllit Immediate construction
Dresses
House
the available land The first
William A. Lamb, a heavy hardware
this afternoon at the home of Mrs.
salesman is here from Denver.
""
""'J
75c
Dressing Sacques
1 C. G. Richie, secretary of the cham- Leroy O. Moore. Besides the members
first unit of twenty thousand acres.
of the club the guests are Mrs. Bard-sha- r the
Boiler)
Kimonas
Silk
Short
It is proposed to extend the project
ber of commerce, was operated upon
and Mrs. Wheelon.
and utilize the entire water supply aptoday.
Long Silk Kimonas
Chav
through
passed
Adenago
Paul T? rrnnV whn has hopn fit St.
and efforts will be made to
Estancia yesterday morning en route propriated
t.
(
have the second unit undertaken at
Long Crepe Kimonas
$1.65
to his home at I'rogreso from San. a an early day. The lands to be watered
Alamos
Kaki
Skirts
etc. Renting)
Walking
(City Property-Ranch". where he has ton attending the in the second unit will be selected
Mr. and Mrs. Starbird of Denver,
Dumb.-- EsTan Linen Walking Skirts
from the lands subscribed to the proare In the city visiting Mrs. C. W. Asylum for the Deaf and
tancia XewsDudrow.
ject,
White Rep Skirts
W. G. Thornton of
W. A. Cameron, passenger agent of;
The band under the leadership of
been
the Santa Fe at El Paso, Is at the New Mexico, who has
spending A C. lTunch has become the pride of;
several months in Old Mexico for the tte town, it consists now of twenty-- .
Montezuma.;
V
Mrs. I. H. Rapp expects to leave benefit of his health, stopied off dis seven pieces. In addition Mr. Bunch
shortly on a trip to the east, where ling No. 1's wait here this morning nas organized a fine orchestra of sev- she 'Will visit relatives.
for a handshake with old lnencis, ue- - en pie.t.s Iiand concerts have be-- j
V
Invitations by Mrs. Mills are out fore continuing on his way to Santa come the usual thing, a stand has
for luncheon at the Executive Mansion Fe. The governor was compelled to been placed in the spacious court
Call fa pp Now MpTirn
Cf
Iin .31111 Crnnr'tcrn
AH!...
on Thursday of next week.
:
make a detour through Texas in get house grounds for this purpose.
,
II111L.C& 117 Ci
v, 'V
"1
iiivaivv
:
It
liailViavv
Supreme Court Clerk Jose D. Sena ing home because of the .embargo has taken six years to educate the!
has been quite ill with a severe coldj now existing along the Mexican bor people to the advantages of a goodj
but is expected to be out today.
der immediately south. Raton Range band. G. E. Benson organized the
THE PACE
The Young Peoples Social Club will' Former Governor Miguel A. Otero, first band six years ago. Though he
meet' at 7 o'clock this evening at the
Receiver of the Albuquerque Eastern, worked hard and patiently, the sup-- '
home of Miss Miriam Cartwright.
M. S. Cunningham, Roadmaster of the port from the public was small, but
Dr. J. A. Massie will leave Tuesday
N. M. Central and H. R. McGibbon of little by little the interest grew in
for the east to spend some months Santa
v
Fe, were in town Saturday the band. Since Mr. Bunch took:
in a course of study in eastern hos- ould
checking up the machinery and ma- charge eighteen months ago the public
brings with it a desire for the outdoor life.' Children particular!)
pitals.
of the Eastern in and around has given the band generous support,
CHILDREN SULKIES
enjoy the pleasures of spring and they can in our
J. W. Crawford and P. J. Gerrichen terial
The party left Sunday for until today it has become a fine organ-- ;
Moriarty.
of Onava, San Miguel county, are here
which are light, durable and just suited to give the babes an outing.
ization.
the
Hagan coal fields and will conon business. They are at the Palace!
Call to see them, please, and also take a peep at our Library Table s,
on
into
of
Company B of the New Mexico Na-- ,
tinue the tour,
inspection
hotel.
tional Guard is working hard. Target
The
genial
governot
Albuquerque.
Chairs, Rockers, and a vast assortment of rugs, all just received.
J. W. Norment and family will
and practice and drills are the order of
office
Ipnvo tnmnrrnw fnr Hi isRininni wrtprp called at the Messenger
of the Farm- the day. Though the company during
enthusiastically
gi,oke
will
relatives
at
visit
Jackson
they
lost many members, recruits
srnrt nthor nlacos.
ington Roswell and Gulf project and the year
CO.
-nave come in to take their places.1
be
would
a
road
such
benefits
the
Gold-!J. M. Lucas, a mining man of
Mr. Otero The interest in the work is as keen
en Santa V conntv. is at the Palace, to th h.Stancia valley.
EXPERT EMBALMERS &
for
a
will
candidate
be
K
governor un- as ever.
J..L. Coppedge, a grocery salesman
FOOD
The peach growers are busy thinder statehood and incidentally made
of Denver, is at the Palace.
so loadfruit.
trees
are
the
The
short
his
a
number
of
friends
ning
during
J. W. Sullivan, formerly superintended with peaches that the fruit would
A Crisp Wholesome Food
ent at the Hagan coal fields, arrived stay. Moriarty Messenger.
if,
Miss Agnes C. Laut the well known be small if all is allowed to remain on
in the city, yesterday on a short visit
READYTOEAT
the trees. It is estimated that the V,
from Santa Fe. Albnquerque Herald. writer, who has been in Santa Fe the
to- - hundred acre orchard of McLcnathen
for
East
two
left
the
weeks,
R.'
past
Assistant Traveling Auditor R.
is a crisp, flaky food to be poured out of the box into the
and Tracy in jl Huerta will produce
Y. Kookt-Ot- e
Rankin has returned to the city to day. Her charming personality has
for breakfast without cooking, but is much better
dish
and
eaten
boxes
commercial
of
30,000
peaches.
consult with Auditor Safford on ter--' made many friends and admirers in The
foods could possibly be.
flaked
other
than
Pojoaque, Tesiique & Santa Fe
Carlsoutlook
is
that
the
ritorial business. Albuquerque Her- - Santa Fe who will look forward with bad present will
Kookt-Ot- e
is far more nourishing and wholesome, the flavor is more
have at least 50 car
project
zest for her contributions to litera-- ;
delightful.
loads of peaches to ship.
Valley Fruit & Alfalfa Lands
Hon. B. F. Pankey drove in from tare in the future. She has gained
All of us know that oats is the world's standard for real nourishis ranch home this morning.
Heam toas a serious writer and has
Kookt-Othmentand
represents the best form of oats that has ever
AND
TO
FROM
ROSWELL.
the leading magazines of the
INVESTMENTS
the trip from the Eaton grant, tre
been
produced.
Connections made with Automobile
20 miles south of Santa Fe, in his country, for which, she is preparing
sneeial articles in which Santa Fe line at Vaughn lor Roswell, flaily.
o,,tr.
Try a Package
.
will be fea-- ! Automobile leaves Vaughn for Ros. and surroundine country
Q
AT ins
"
wi h entnus-Iaut BDeakS
'
tity of them, grown UUV VIf UVJU1 O
wel1 at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
Fe Abstract, Realty & Insurance Agency.
Tularosa, Otero county, were receiv- iasm of the manifold and unexpected Roswell for VauFhn at 6
The
p. in.
and
ed yesterday by Mrs. Mills at the ex- attractions that. she found in
fnre between Santa F and Torrance
about Santa Fe.
Room No. 8 Capital City Bank Building
ecutive mansion.
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Card Party.
Mrs. .1. P. Lyng, formerly of this
Samta Fe, New Mexico.
Phone Black No. 52,
Reserve seats on autoIn a characteristic style of gracious Roswell $10.
city, will arrive on Sunday night from
CimarrorJ Colfax county, to spend hospitality, Mrs. E.. C. Abbott enter- - mobile by wire. J. W. S'ockard.
several weeks in this city as the guest tained at bridge Tuesday afternoon In
of Mrs. F. E. Nuding.
her pretty home on Cerrillos Road,
H. B. Hebdon, representing the complimentary to Mrs. A. Seligman's
well known publishers, Houghton, Mif aunt, Mrs. Britton of. Cleveland,
; "QUALITY & PURITY" J
flin and company of Boston, was a Ohio,
The floral embellishment of
THE THINGS THAT WILL BE MOST WORN THIS YEAR
caller today at the office of the de- apple blossoms so artistically arrang-partment of education In the capitol. ed in Japanese style, lent the atmos-- !
Mrs. C. J. Nies and her pretty little phere of a balmy garden to the room,
AND
daughter Florence, have gone to Gal- and the afternoon sped all too quick- veston, Texas, where they will spend ly to the day's close.
cards
Tally
.
. .
.....
rpu-iin1r.nl
nai rPi tka
." riimm
nassed m little May baskets m-- i '
"'"".were
New
before
visit
Orleans
Also for your
In Pongees we have the Silk, Cotton and Mercerized.
returning
?!
on,,i.
f,.Qr!1t
...111
Ll..biu.liu
UpiV iwnmc
here.
which proved quite a novelty.
They
we have
Waists
and
Gowns,
Dr. and Mrs. E. McQueen Gray and also adorned the dining room table
LINENS, MADRAS, LAWNS, BATISTE, REPS, SILKS &
Miss May Ross of the University of
where a buffet luncheon was served.
New Mexico, arrived this noon from
EVERYTHING
.
Mrs. Samuel G. Cartwright assisted.
in
Albuquerque and are guests until MonYou
Could
Possible
Desire. See Our Stock.
Mrs.
five
were
tables and
There
&
4
day of Governor and Mrs. Mills at the Seligman and Mrs. Moulton captured
A
executive mansion.
Uesides Mrs. Britton
R. Hartmann, brother of the Rev. the prizes.
were
Mesdames
those
the
present
Julius J. Hartman, assistant rector of
the church of Our Lady of Guadalupe, Mills, Jaffa, Cartwright, A. Seligman,
arrived here today from Germany to J. Seligman, Stauffer, Spitz, Fischer,
visit Father Hartmann. Mr. Hartmann Palen, Moulton, Brookes, Eergere,
!
Schu-mais registered at the Montezuma hotel. Brown, Ervien. Sloan, Fiske,
and
Renehan.
Rolls,
W.
George
Ward, steward. lor the
New Mexico Hospital for the Insane,
OF CARLSBAD
returned, last night from a vacation EXTENSION
It Come down and look at him in our window. He is known and sold the
PROJECT IS PLANNED.
Galveston
to
and
San
trip
Antonio,
:
A new line medium price
Tex. Mr. Ward Is much Improved in
world over for $2.50.
health and says he never felt better Homesteaders and Land Owners Have
CUT
ROCK CRYSTAL
GLASS
Had Several Meetings This
in his life. Las Vegas Optic.
For hire at popular, price
Buggies and saddle horses.
Week for Purpose.
& Water Glasses
Wine
Water Pitchers etc.
Clarence
J.
Champagne,
Roberts has
Judge
THEODORE CQRRICK, Prop.
CORRICK'S HACK LINE
John
court
clerk
of
the
Joerns,
"- San Francisco
Carlsbad, N. M., May 6. The homePhone Black 132.
Reliable Jeweler
for the? Fourth Judicial district, that
steaders and landowners above the
Street
f
he will arrive here Sunday.
DRUGGISTS
Judge southern canal of the Carlsbad prowill
Roberts
open the spring term of
the
have had several
the United States district court Mon ject week and discussedmeetings
Phone Red 161 :: West Side Plaza
methods for
past
day morning. Lag Vegas Optic.
Ahnilt
eomirfntr xvaiar fnr their tnnda
Inspector E. E. Van Horn of the CaM lon
n, ,anA h"
ue, oamiary nuaru nag-- , arrived irom
A perat the meetings.
represented
Albuquerque to inspect several car- manent
was perfected
organization
loads of cattle that have arrived from this
week, with W. H. Merchant, presiLamy. Mr. Van Horn formerly resid- WE ARE NOW READY TO
Samuel Hughes, vice president;
dent;
this
Ms
and
ed.in
city
(Old Sparks Ranch)
many friends jc R' Joneg secretary and treasurer; CARRIAGE & CAR PAINTING
uere were veij &iau uj see mm again. and L. G. Ryan, A. R. O'Quinn, Miss
Mrs. W. E. Garrison, wife of the Effie V
,
SIGN WRITING
Open
Hart and Mr. Wallis, direcpresident of the Agricultural college, tors. An assessment of 40 cents an
Best of Beds
Best of Food.
and Mrs. Daniels, dean of women at acre has been
First Class Work Guaranteed
on to cover the
: FOR THEM
PRICES-AS- K
INTRODUCTORY
Ithe institution, Issued cards for an "at investigation ofagreed
Cold Pure Spring Water
the plans by the reclahome" at the. home of Mrs. Garrison mation service. As these lands are
CARDS AND NOVELTIES
No Invalids
$15 a Week
at Las Cruces on Thursday after- above the canals of the project, water
PAUL
LACASSAQNE
from
four
noon.
to
Ave o'clock. can only be secured by pumping. The
May 4,
Pecos and Mora Rivers, Holy Qhost, Willow and Bear Creeks
L .Bradford Prince is
309 San Francisco
engineer J. AY. Lewis, employed by
Glorieta
Pecos
Write
Telegraph
home from Roswell where he attend- the landowners has made a prelimin
Street
ed the territorial Episcopal convova-tion- . ary survey and his figures indicate
He was much impressed with that the plan is feasible.
It is pro-
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O. C. WATSON & CO.
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and Snappy
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Prices
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Surprise Everybody

'

WE SET

SPRING

'
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AKERS WAGNER FURNITURE

FUNERAL

A NEW

DIRECTORS

BREAKFAST

Espiola,
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en-ma-

We offer investments
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Arkansas Strawberries

i

Santa

j

H. S.

KAUNE

& CO.

1

j

FOULARDS

PONGEES

j
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RELIABLE"

We have all the latest styles
Women's Men's fine Stockings

JOHN

"ALWAYS

:

'

Adolph Seligman Dry Goods Co.

BETTER

PFLUEGER

FOR

LESS

I

Have You Seen BIG BEN?

I

i

FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE

I

writ-ten.t- o

:BUTT

a'

.

THE VAUQHAN RANCH

.

BROS.

CO.:

i

1

H. C. YONTZ,

w

Frame Your Pictures

May 15th for the Fishing Season
'

P.

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

.

CONTINUOUS
SOLE AGENTS
FOR

WIRE
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Electric Irons That Stay Hot
Electric Toasters

Water Heaters and Percolater&

SERVICE
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THOSE

DAY

DARK
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y

I

:

-
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SOLE AGENTS

PLACES

,'' Fe.'...'
Santa
Water and Light Companjf
:
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FOR

Electric Stoves
Electric Curling Irons
Electric Chafing Dishes
.
Tea Pots
Electric
,
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w
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Regiment Band will give the usual ii3 loud in hi3 praise of Judge Roberts. BREAK IN THE PRICE
ed between small gains and small
Sunday concert at 7 i m., tomorrow
"Off the bench. Judge Roberts is
OF MAY WHEAT. losses. The market adopted a generROUND OP.
THE
instead of 2:80 p. m. This" Sunday friendly and pleasant to everybody.
ally declining tendency with consider-,.,
ingm concert win continue during tne But on the bench he. has no friends, Report of Rain in Canadian Northwest able pressure against the coal stocks.
summer months provided the subscrip- no favorites. I don't believe he would
United States opeed 3
Party Responsible for Decline-C- orn
down o.i
tion toward the band is more liberal, know his own brother if he was
Was Firm.
unfavora
the
inspired
by
liquidation
Santa-FrX. M., May 6.
S otherwise the concerts will have to be brought before him in court. Everyble annual report. Canadian Pacific
The weather for Xew Mexico S discontinued.
(By Special Leased Wire to Xew Mexican) lost 1
body is exactly alike to Judge
ad
Chespeake & Ohio 1
is fair tonight, colder in north
If it's at the Elks, you know its
Chicago, 111., May 6. A break of Lehigh Valley 1. The market closed
frost
local
with
Sunday
portion
cents a bushel in the price of steady. Later strength was shown by
"The way he went through that old 4
good. Pictures always the best.
fair and colder.
The Weather The temperature yes- - docket was a surprise to the county May wheat today was followed with Western Maryland and Northern Pa
Cases that withdrawal of support by leading cific, the former advancing 2
terday ranged from 50 to 71 degrees officers and attorneys.
j
and the average relative humidity for had been standing for years were bulls. Trade, however, was' only scat- - points.
,
,
.
'
ana
aates uji uie uujo
rviarmes
lay was 42 per cent. The lowest brought to light, and either dismissed tered.
GOEBKLS.
last night was 47 degrees or set tor trial. A fall tejni of count
Other months weakened with May ASK IMPEACHMENT OF
temperature
250
FOR SAL.E--: Entire lot of
at G a. m. today the temperature is promised, something unknown in although the latter delivery made a
and
TWO GOVERNORS.
Otto was 50
Mrs.
Chickens at 75 cents.
Rain in the
degrees. Yesterday was clear this county. Judge Roberts is waking j quick rally of 2
Ret sch.
'
was
the
forenoon
and
northwest
nadian
during
partly cloudy
up.
partly respondentist, in the afternoon with showers
R. Watkins,
Veterinary
in thei "The way he handled drunken wit-- ) slble for the decline Opening figures Labor Unions Have Grievance Against
Democratic and Progressive
located Closson's livery stable.
distance in various directions.
cents lower to
nesses and jurymen was a delight to here were
Born To Mr. and Mrs. Marcos,
Republican Executives.
to
Mr. Dougherty Dead Frark Dough' lovers of law and order. Judge Rob-- cent up. July started at 88
a baay girl. Mother
last
Rael,
night
88
to
88
closed
and
man
in the right
dropped
'
erty, aged Z2, died of tuberculosis y.v erts i3 the right
and child are doing nicely.
lightness of coun- (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
atternon on College avenue,
place, and Mora county is fortunate in easy at
.
,
vail iiic wawiwi wit waiij, i"wv . teruay
to make corn firm
,T
Washington, May 6. The impeachtended
r
court
hold
offerings
him
here."
came
try
Wag
atter
1,lnsshaving
Black 188, when in need of milk and
ment of Governor Johnson of Califorofmore
in
break
than
wheat
the
but
on
Mound
.
He
fronl R?deway?lMVs
Pantograph.
cream. Surplus always on hand.
Marshall of Indiana,
fset this. July opened unchanged to nia, Governor
ow and two children as ' well as a
u
Aw.-i-.- -n
INCH viiaiiyc ui
vwivt iiaLinvni.
in- tu.:.
at 52
and closed and Judge Collins of Indianapolis, is
wil'.
a
READY
ARE
higher
FANS
and
brother
The
sister.
boJy
demanded by the Citizens and Trade
Company antoday, The MouHon-Esplower, at 52
FOR GREAT GAME.
nounce something of interest in the be shipped for interment t" Ridge
Union leaders of Duluth, Minn., as a
local
house
a
Good
gave
by
buying
Icrtakors
this
way. Mo.,
evening.
of the arrest and extradition of
result
insurance line.
oats.
to
started
some
stiffness
July
in
ball
of
A great
Albuquerque
game
Mul'gan and Rising are m charge
J. J. McNamara, secretary of the In32
to
to
at
May 15 Fishing season opens and tlit: arrangements.
higher
tomorrow.
That is what local fans unchanged
ternational Association of Bridge and
Co. has something of
the Wood-Daviand steadied at 32
32
Shipping Cattle The Denver & Rio are looking forward to and tonight
Iron Workers. Representato nimrods in their change of
interest
Higher quotations for hogs lent help Structural
Grande have 65 narrow gauge freight they will fix their alarm clocks at
'
un- tive Miller of Minnesota, filed the pewere
advertisement.
sales
to
First
provisions.
14S0
to
so
8:10
train
as
of
7 a. m.,
catch that
cars here to take a shipment'
in the House today. It protests
Board of Trade Meeting There will head of cattle which were brought from the Santa Fe depot, and then to changed to 5 cents higher with July tition
j
"this high handed outrage and
against
8.021-14.871-2:
to
I
at
lard
Worn-at
Pork
of
the
be the regular meeting
here yesterday from Lamy and leave take the Limited from Lamy.
flagrant violation of constitutional
to 7.90.
8.05; ribs 7.871-am's Board of Trade at the Public Li- - tomorrow at 4 aj m. for Somerset,
Those who wish to accompany
rights." The protest was referred to
Wall Street.
brary on Monday afternoon at 1 3) Colo. The cattle were purchased by
Fe's team may. do so at a
the committee cn judiciary.
6.
N.
The
New
openY.,
May
York,
o'clock.
J. F. Hutchinson and were inspected
cost by applying to City Agent
to- stock'market
in
the
Los
Baseball Tomorrow
.Cerrillos today by E. E. Van Horn of the cat- Harvey Luta at the Santa Fe depot ing quotations
sh0Wd tew changes ?f import-"partRio Grande is Falling Three thou;ball team will wrestle for supremacy; tie', sanitary board.
ten minute before he makes out the!
col-- !
from yesterday s close. The
at
Michael's
St,
sand second feet was the flow of the
diamond
the
be1ance
New
at
and
jon
ticket."
The' rate will
interesting program
lege tomorrow. The game begins at the Elks tomorrow night (Sunday).
fin tn
nuri
return. dest chanSe was in Canadian Pacific Rio Grande over the Leasburg dam
Alhnnnerfm
in Sierra county, yesterday. It was
'j At Library Hall Tonight You will Those who go on this ticket must of wMch l0St 5"8' Variations in
;i::',0 p. m.
distnbuta,m03t
Sued on Note
stocks
e(luall3r
4,000 second feet the day before.
Elfego Baca has have au opportunity of hearing. Dr. E. course return
we;
leader
hpme with the
filed suit at Albuquerque against Fe-- . McQueen Gray, the noted traveler, of
and he will start at 7 j
the
party,
ilipe Alderete of Socorro, on a balance sch0lar and Shakespearean authority from Albuquerque
arriving here
jof $221) and interest, alleged to be iectl,re at S o'clock tonight at Library shortly after 11 p. m.
due on a note.
hall on "The Traeedv of Macbeth".
The trip will likely be worth the
atocKings m iue miesi Bijie Miss Ross of Albuquerque, will re- - trouble and expense, for a great game
;are called .to your attention in tne cite and the ladies quartet of this city will be witnessed and all Albuquerchange of advertisement of John
sing. Admission 25 cents. This que with its fairest maidens will be in
'
Pflueger.
is tne ast of the series of lectures
the grandstand to cheer both teams.
AnBroke Into Cars at Lamy Ray
m the University extension course.
Manager Clancy of course, wiH ac:(lerson, i.eorge Aaams ana waiter
Reservoir Almost Full The water
Steenson were arrested at Albuquer- - in the lar..e reservoir is less than four company the team of which he is one
o the star players, and Treasurer
Uiue yesterday for breaking into teet from tne rim and by May 11,
William Farah will also likely go.
cars at Lamy.
ager Frank 0wen say it will be filled
The Santa Fe team is as follows:
Scarlet Fever at Las Cruces With despite the heavy drain on the water
This is the season that most women begin to think of
Parsons,
George Parsons, William
nine cases ot scarlet lever uncier su)ply by careless irrigators.' The
McCarthy,
Lopez,
Gaastra,
Ekberg,
one
cieatn
lrom
that
and
ilow this year is mu(.h later than in
quarantine
touchingup "and redecorating the house. A change here
disease, Las Cruces has aroused itself former vears and its crest will not Berardinelli, Alarid, L. Anderson, D.
there does much toward making things look like new.
ass down nUi june, which is a fav Anderson, Frye, Koch and Clancy.
;to stringent quarantine measures. ,..
wioaern bhck cottage Tor nent.
0rable sign for an abundant supply to
At this pleasant store you will find just the things you want and
Modern seven room brick cottage, iast over the growing season
on
with large cellar,
urant avenue,
always at prices you can afford to pay. We have paints, varnishes,
Tne department Store and Baby's
one minute from Plaza, for rent at rail are both comic. See them tonight
oils, stains, and can offer you many valuable suggestions along
Sunday Dinner.
$25 a month.
Apply at the New Mex-- ! at the Elks.
this line.
ican office.
went Over the Ground The ap- Please feel perfectly free to come in and look around
onions
green
radishes,
Drunken Woman
Makes Scene
praisers appointed by Judge Abbott in
Mock
Turtle
soup
Ysabel .laramillo, under the influence the. absence of Judge McFie to esti-o- f
whether you purchase anything or not.
decoliquor, created such a scene at Al- mate the value of the ground through boiled mackerel with boiled potatoes
Alabastine, the beautiful wall coating for interior
Boston baked pork and beans,
buquerque yesterday, that she had to which the Santa Fe Water and Light
us.
recommended
is
by
veal chops breaded, tomato sauce
rating sold and
be thrown into jail. She engaged in Company desires to run a pipe on
baked chicken with dressing
Come in and look over the new Alabastine wall and
a fight with her neighbor Juanita Buena Vista Loma went over the
Eaca.
prime roast beef au jus
this morning.
j ground
Certain resiceiling designs.
White
Steamer 1 Here Frank dents have held up the Santa Fe
Owen's new "White Steamer"
s
auto Water and Light company and
vegetables.
s
Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.
arrived in sections and Mr. Owen demnation proceedings have had to
mashed potatoes, green peas
is at work putting the big machine to-- ! be resorted to.
dessert
lemon pie, blackberry pie
gether. This motor will carry seven Socked It to Drunken Witnesses and
Vanila Ice cream
passengers and will doubtless get!
Jurymen,
over the ground in a rapid manner.
tea, coffee, iced tea
Attorney Stanley A. Foutz returned
Sunday Concert at Night The First from court at Mora last week, and
Dinner, 35c.
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Fresh Vegetables

n

DEPARTMENT
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.

of ail kinds, we are headquarters for fresh vegetables and always
have a large supply of everything the home and other markets afford.
BAKERY

,

.

GROCERY and BAKERY
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Everything first class

6

loaves

of bread

for

25

cents
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F. Andrews

Phone No. 4.
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The Giving of Gifts
A HAPPY CUSTOM
MORE UNIVERSALLY OBSERVED
EACH YEAR

C
i
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j
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2
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PARTICULARLY SlITRD FOR THE OCCASION

-

We have EXQUISITE DESIGNS in Filigree Crosses-G- old
and
SilverPlain and set with turquoise for chains, brooches,
etc. A NEW LINE OF THE LATEST IN JABOT PINS.
Our Store is Filled with Suggestions.

"t

YOUR BEST FRIENDS

SPITZ,

S.

Manufacturing
Jeweler.
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WORTHY

8
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Man-freig-

I
ARE YOUR HOSE INSURED?
V

I

If not try 6 pairs Holeproof for
MEN and WOMEN

guaranteed for six months

or

Coronado Cafe
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Wholesale and Retail

I

THE BIG STORE
A Name

Can't Make

Don't Pay For a Name

A Woman's Shoe Fit

There's Nothing In It

Shoe with a fancy, copyrighted name
can't fit a foot any better or fit any more
feet than if it were only known by the
good old English word of "Shoe."
Many women buy Shoes that don't-fit-fthe sake of wearing a Shoe with a
fancy name.

OUR SHOES at $2.50, $3.00, $3.50 or
$4.00 possess all the beauty, grace,

A

or

elegance, and style a woman can get
in a Shoe.
We've a size, width and shape for
every woman's foot, and we say: Bring
back your shoes, if they disappoint you
in any way.

ft

NATHAN SALMON.
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